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February 4, 2016 

Testimony of Ken Kertesz·Chairman 

PA State Legislative Board·BLET/Teamsters Rail Conference 

In support of HB 1742 

Chairman Taylor and members of the Transportation Committee. First, thank you for the opportunity to 

present factual data in support of this legislation. The BLET in PA has some 1300 rail workers, on 6 

unionized railroads, all governed by collective bargaining agreements. This legislative Board does not 

involve itself with negotiating those contracts, as our responsibility to the members and this 

organization is to offer balance and guidance in legislative matters, along with political education of our 

membership, among other things. 

This legislation as presented, is designed to preserve a " minimum crew size" on freight t rains and is a 

direct result of a catastrophic accident this past 2013 in Lac Megantic, Quebec, which experienced a run

away freight train that involved the deaths of 47 innocent Canadian citizens. The magnitude of 

devastation is well documented. The total cost of the disaster could only be estimated in the material 

things that could be replaced. This loss of life and utter chaos that ensued cannot be measured in 

dollars ... or sense. 

That run-away train was manned by a one person crew, the locomotive engineer, through the collective 

bargaining process. As you know, there is a mandatory federal law which permits train crews in the US 

to work a maximum of 12 hours. This catastrophe was the result of a "perfect storm". The train was 

stopped on a portion of track that was uphill from Lac Megantic. The Engineer was close to his 

maximum working hours, was ordered to stop his train, secure the train by himself with handbrakes, 

shut down 3 of the 4 locomotives in.his charge and wait for a taxi to pick him up, all without the benefit 

of another "crew" coming out to take over the train to the next destination. 

The single locomotive still left running with air brakes set, was observed spewing sparks from the 

exhaust stack. A fire company was called and responded. While never fully proven, it is theorized that 

locomotive was intentionally shut down, to eliminate those sparks. When everyone left the scene, the 

air would most certainly have started to deplete, and with insufficient hand brakes applied, all due to 

the 12 hour law and with no air to hold the train on the hill, it began to roll backwards, where it, 

because of speed, collided with other cars in a rail yard at Lac Megantic. A blevy ensued, and those in 

the nearby vicinity were vaporized in a matter of moments. 
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For the sake of brevity and not to bore the Committee, simply put, if at least one more crew member 

was on that train, if that locomotive was not shut down and if more hand brakes were able to be applied 

under the 12 hour law, then maybe, just maybe, this terrible tragedy would not have occurred. 

But it did. And so after the fire was put out and the bodies were buried, the railroad's responsibility was 

mitigated to some extent because they did not have sufficient insurance coverage. The railroad filed 

bankruptcy and the owner walked away. But, 47 people did not. The railroad was reorganized by a new 

owner and operates today. Under a different and somewhat more stringent set of rules to hopefully 

avoid this same scenario. But will it? 

Transport Canada devised a new set of rules; the FRA mandated an emergency order to railroads in the 

US, all of which is well documented. But neither agency wants to mandate what really should occur. 

That operating trains of any size, of any length, of any tonnage size, over any type of terrain, would 

clearly operate much more safely with a minimum of 2 persons in the front cab of an operating train. 

Currently, most trains in the US and Canada operate with 2 in the cab. But the BNSF tried to implement 

a "one" person train, by agreement. At present, that negotiated agreement has failed with the unions 

not supporting it and was met with much criticism and skepticism. 

I wish to touch on the safety aspect of a one man operation. Can anyone honestly say, only having one 

set of eyes in the lead cab is better? Or does it make for bigger profits for the rail carriers? While a final 

decision is still not made, would Amtrak Train 188 derailing in Philadelphia last year have been averted if 

another crew member was in the cab? Technology can only do so much. It is not fail-safe. Granted, 

human error can and has been known to be responsible for some incidents, but odds are having 2 would 

clearly be safer. Planes can be flown remotely. Drones are. Would anyone like to fly commercially 

without a pilot and co-pilot? All that sophisticated technology. Of course you would not. 

With 43 years of experience as a locomotive engineer, I have never wanted to be alone and would 

actually feel more unsafe if required to do so. Each crew member has a defined set of rules and 

regulations and duties to cover. Lump that on one person and it is an invitation to a disaster. Oh, I have 

already covered two of those scenarios. 

There is no federal pre-emption regarding this legislation. That can be easily proven for a later date if 

required. This legislation has no fiscal note for the Commonwealth. It will not cost the railroads any 

more than what they are currently undertaking. We emphasize that without a minimum crew size of 2 

persons compromises the safety of the citizens of PA, where there is some 6000 miles of track and 

where 1/3'd of the nation's freight either originates here or traverses across our borders. 
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As the duly authorized representative for the BLET and in conjunction with SMART-TD Legislative 

Director Pokrowka, we humbly and respectfully request this legislation move forward for passage. We 

have the ability to paper the entire Legislature with all of the above facts and more. We would earnestly 

hope that the Legislators who have a direct responsibility to their constituents, not allow a one person 

operation of trains in their district, ever. The potential results could be devastating. From polluting the 

ground, to waterways and livestock and a direct threat to the citizens of PA, each one of them has a 

responsibility to ensure the safety of others •.. and to themselves. 

I stand ready to answer any questions or rebuttal of debate. Thank you. 
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